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CONFIGURATION1. Please check the tire pressure before riding,recommended tire 
pressure 1.4 BAR.

2. Please check battery level before riding and full charged.

3. Please keep the original package one month at least.

4. Please charge once a month when not in use.

5. Please contact us directly if you need any help or experience 
any problems.

6. Our after-sales support email help@gyroor.com.
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shifter and brake are attached to the handlebar

Eusure all the quick release and locking mechanisms are adjusted properly.
12. Quick release and locking mechanisms



The rear derailleur is operated by the right shifter.To operate 
you must be pedaling forward.You



Operate Shifter

Control the two button to adjust the gears 
from 1 to 7 or from 7 to 1.



CHARGING THE BATTERY
Builted in removeable battery. Please use manufacturer's original charger.

Charge Through the Charging Port
The charge port is on one side of the frame,please remove the dustproof plug then plug in the charger.
When full charged,the indicator of charger turn green.

Remove the Battery Then Charge
Open the lock catch of quick release and then open frame quick release.The keyhole is under the frame as 
the picture, insert the key and turn clockwise one or two times,if does not work please turn clockwise 
while pushing inward until the battery lock hiden in the frame.Then pull out the battery and plug in the 
port to charge.

WARNING: Be sure to enable the battery lock after put the battery in frame again and then 
close the quick release and lock catch.Other wise the frame will unfold and the battery will fall off.
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For video guide,please search on detail page on amazon.



Stem Installation
As picture 1,insert the upper part of the stem into the lower part.
Tips: please find the right position to install the stem.

As picture 2,close the stem locking; 

as picture 3, close the lock catch;

as picture 4,open the stem quick release and loosen it to adjust the stem 
height to a comfortable position, then tighten it and close the quick release.

Handlebar Installation

Open the handlebar quick release and loosen it then adjust the 
handllebar to a suitable position, then tighten and close the 
quick release.

Stem and Handlebar

WARNING: Minimum insertion mark must be hidden in the stem. 
Do not attempt to raise the stem too high, as there is a risk of falling.
Must close the silicone lock after close the stem locking.
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Seat

Loosen the seat post quick release then insert the seat tube and 
adjust it to suitable height then tighten the quick release and close it.









Suspension Fork Lock

Cruise Function
Keep the same speed about 7 seconds enter into cruise mode, turn the throttle and 
brake will cancel the cruise mode.
WARNING: Can not cancel the cruise mode until you turn the throttle and brake!

Open the suspension fork lock to enable shock absorption, close the suspension fork lock to disable 
shock absorption. We advise you enable shock absorption on the uneven road surface.
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